In this paper, we generalize the belief function on complex plane from another point of view. We first propose a new concept of complex mass function based on the complex number, called complex basic belief assignment, which is a generalization of the traditional mass function in DSE theory. On the basis of the definition of complex mass function, the belief function and plausibility function are generalized. In particular, when the complex mass function is degenerated from complex numbers to real numbers, the generalized belief and plausibility functions degenerate into the traditional belief and plausibility functions in DSE theory, respectively.
Introduction
In the past few years, to make the traditional Dempster-Shafer evidence (DSE) theory more practical, many researchers have extended the belief structure and Dempster's combination rule in different aspects. In this paper, we focus on the generalization of belief function on the view of a new perspective, i.e., complex plane. In particular, we first propose a new concept of complex mass function, called complex basic belief assignment based on the complex number. The newly defined complex mass function is a generalization of the traditional mass function in DSE theory. On the basis of complex mass function, the belief function and plausibility function are generalized. Especially, when the complex mass function is degenerated from complex numbers to real numbers, the generalized belief and plausibility functions degenerate into the traditional belief and plausibility functions, respectively.
Preliminaries

Complex number [1]
A complex number z is defined as an ordered pair of real numbers
where x and y are real numbers and i is the imaginary unit, satisfying
This is called the "rectangular" form or "Cartesian" form.
It can also expressed in polar form, denoted by
where r > 0 represents the modulus or magnitude of the complex number z and θ represents the angle or phase of the complex number z.
By using the Euler's relation,
the modulus or magnitude and angle or phase of the complex number can be expressed as r = x 2 + y 2 , and θ = arctan(
where x = r cos(θ) and y = r sin(θ).
The square of the absolute value is defined by
wherez is the complex conjugate of z, i.e.,z = x − yi.
These relationships can be then obtained as r = |z|, and θ = ∠z,
where if z is a real number (i.e., y = 0), then r = |x|.
The arithmetic of complex numbers is defined as follows.
Give two complex numbers z 1 = x 1 + y 1 i and z 2 = x 2 + y 2 i,
• The addition is defined by
• The subtraction is defined by
• The multiplication is defined by
Belief function theory [2, 3]
Let Ω be a set of mutually exclusive and collective non-empty events, defined
by
where Ω is a frame of discernment.
The power set of Ω is denoted as 2 Ω ,
where ∅ represents an empty set.
Definition 2.2 (Mass function)
A mass function m in the frame of discernment Ω can be described as a
satisfying the following conditions, m(∅) = 0, and
In the DS evidence theory, m can also be called a basic belief assignment 
The belief function Bel(A) and plausibility function P l(A) represent the lower and upper bound functions of the proposition A, respectively.
The complex mass function
The Ω is defined as a frame of discernment which consists of a set of mutually exclusive and collective non-empty events, denoted as
The power set of Ω is represented by 2 Ω , denoted as
where ∅ is an empty set.
When A ∈ 2 Ω , A is called a proposition or hypothesis.
Definition 3.1 (Complex mass function)
A complex mass function M in the frame of discernment Ω is modeled as a complex number, which is represented as a mapping from 2 Ω to C, defined by
satisfying the following conditions,
where In Eq. (19), M(A) can also expressed in the "rectangular" form or "Cartesian"
form, denoted by
with The square of the absolute value for M(A) is defined by
where M(A) is the complex conjugate of M(A), such that M(A) = x − yi.
These relationships can be then obtained as
where if M(A) is a real number (i.e., y = 0), then m(A) = |x|.
The complex mass function M modeled by the complex number can also be called a complex basic belief assignment (CBBA) in the evidence theory. 
4. Generalized belief and plausibility functions 
where
When the CBBAs degrade into real numbers, i.e., traditional BBAs, the generalized belief function Bel will degrade into belief function Bel. 
where |A − B| is the cardinality of A − B. 
whereĀ is the complement of A, such thatĀ = Ω − A.
When the CBBAs degrade into real numbers, i.e., traditional BBAs, the generalized plausibility function Pl will degrade into plausibility function P l.
Conclusions
In this paper, a complex mass function modeled by the complex number was
proposed, called as a complex basic belief assignment. Based on the definition of the complex mass function, we proposed new concepts of generalized belief and plausibility functions. In particular, when the complex mass function was degenerated from complex numbers to real numbers, the generalized belief and plausibility functions degenerated into the traditional belief and plausibility functions, respectively. In summary, this study is the first work to generalize the belief function in the framework of complex number. It provides a promising way for uncertainty modelling and processing in decision theory.
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